Violence

What is Violence you ask?
Violence is one person
Attacking another or
It is two people
Fighting.

Violence
Violence is bad
but yet we live
in a world of
Violence.

Adults say don't
fight, but at the
same time they
fight.

Why is there
Violence?
Some say because
it the last resort
and Others,
Other say it's
the world.

But when it come
to youth violence,
that Violence is
the worst type
of Violence.
For Blocks
in neighborhoods,
bad neighborhoods
I should say.
Rigtenseven infants
Eat, sleep, breathe, and
most importantly live
in violence. Why
because, of one
word...

GANGS!

GANGS such as Blood 2
and Crips
fighting, shooting
Killing all the time

Innocent kid and
people die, cause
of GANGS,

Why, why do they
fight who knows
and when kid have
no where to go
the turn to GANGS

That's why there's
Violence.